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Background:

Given a visual scene,  a set of images captured of that scene (e.g. with a camera), and the directions of 
those captures, (the 3D coordinates and viewing direction of the camera), view synthesis the process of 
generating an image (view)  of the scene from an arbitrary viewing direction and location. Traditional, 
discrete solutions to the visual synthesis problem rely on sampling the scene as a voxel grid [1][2], 
leading to substantial limitations in synthesis resolution due to the trade-off between resolution and the 
number of sampled needed to represent a 3D voxelized space.  Recent advances in computer vision 
have leveraged multi-layer perceptrons (fully-connected neural networks) in order to learn a Neural 
Radiance Field (NERF),  a function mapping 5D position and direction coordinates to an RGB color 
and volumetric density. [2][3] The novel view is then synthesized through volumetric rendering of rays 
cast from a camera at the viewpoint. In this project, I wish to implement and train a NERF network in 
PyTorch. Time-permitting, I would also implement NERF-W,  an extension of NERF that can 
synthesize scenes from not only arbitrary viewpoints, but also arbitrary lighting and background 
conditions. 

Related Work: 
NERF is not the first attempt to leverage neural networks as a solution to the view synthesis problem.  
Such networks have been used to map location coordinates to signed distance functions [5] or implicit 
representations of a 3D shape [6]. While these methods are theoretically capable of representing 
complex geometry, they appear limited in practice to simple, over-smoothed geometry [3]. Conversely,
NERF and its extensions generate state-of-the-art photo-realistic representations of geometry, as the 
reader is encouraged to verify through the author’s supplemental video. [link to NERF,  link to NERF-
W] (N.B: at present,  only the  original NERF authors have released code. The network models are 
coded in Tensorflow, so implementation in PyTorch is non-trivial)

Project Overview:
The bulk of this project will be a) the implementation of network models specified in research literature
as well as b) the ray-traced rendering of images from the output of the network models. Thus the 
project contains substantial content from both a computational imaging (reconstruction from sparse 
samples, neural network-based image processing) and computer graphics (ray-tracing, volumetric 
rendering) perspective. The goal is reproduction of the authored works with as much fidelity as 
possible, notwithstanding the difference in GPU compute resources. (my NVIDIA RTX 3080 Ti vs 
their  NVIDIA V100)

Milestones: 
Timelines are notoriously unreliable. Here are my goals for the project in order of completion. It is 
unlikely I will accomplish them all by the submission deadline, particularly 6, but will see how far I 
can get.

1. Develop full understanding of NERF input data, network structure, and volumetric rendering 
techniques.

2. Implement a simplified NERF model (not featuring Hierarchical Sampling and full-5D 
positional encoding)

3. Implement a complete NERF model, (including Hierarchical Sampling and full-5D positional 

https://www.matthewtancik.com/nerf
https://nerf-w.github.io/
https://nerf-w.github.io/


encoding)
4. Develop full understanding of NERF-W extensions (including camera pose estimation and 

architectural changes to the original NERF work)
5. Implement NERF-W extensions (including variable illumination and uncontrolled / internet-

scraped image input)
6. Incorporate a NERF / NERF-W rendering into a game engine (e.g. Unreal Engine 4) to enable 

scene interactivity, e.g. a player moving around the scene to novel viewpoints, and options to 
tweak lighting and appearance, etc.
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